Exchange rates have raised the ire of economists for more than 20 years. The problem is that few, if any, exchange rate models are known to systematically beat a naive random walk in out of sample forecasts. Engel and West (2005) show that these failures can be explained by the standard-present value model (PVM) because it predicts random walk exchange rate dynamics if the discount factor approaches one and fundamentals have a unit root. This paper generalizes the Engel and West (EW) hypothesis. The EW hypothesis is shown to hold for a canonical open economy dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) model. We show that all the predictions of the standard-PVM carry over to the DSGE-PVM. The DSGE-PVM also yields an unobserved components (UC) models that we estimate using Bayesian methods and a quarterly Canadian-U.S. sample. Bayesian model evaluation reveals that the data support a UC model that calibrates the discount factor to one implying the Canadian dollar-U.S. dollar exchange rate is a random walk dominated by permanent cross-country monetary and productivity shocks. Thus, our results generalize the EW hypothesis to the larger class of open economy DSGE models which presents new challenges for future research.
Introduction
The search for satisfactory exchange rate models continues to be elusive. Since the seminal work of Meese and Rogoff (1983a, 1983b) , a train of models have been tried in vain to improve on naive random walk forecasts of exchange rates. These include linear rational expectations models examined by Meese (1986) and nonlinear models proposed by Diebold and Nason (1990) , Engel and Hamilton (1990) , Meese and Rose (1991) , Gençay (1999) , and Kilian and Taylor (2003) . This paper steps back from the exchange rate forecasting problem to study a workhorse theory of currency market equilibrium determination, the present-value model (PVM) of exchange rates. 1 Our approach is in the spirit of Engel and West (2005) . Starting with the PVM and using uncontroversial assumptions about fundamentals and the discount factor, Engel and West (EW) hypothesize that the PVM generates an approximate random walk in exchange rates if the PVM discount approaches one and fundamentals are I(1). An important implication of the EW hypothesis is that fundamentals have no power to forecast future exchange rates although the PVM dictates equilibrium in the currency market. EW support their hypothesis with a key theorem and empirical and simulation evidence. This paper complements Engel and West (2005) by generalizing their main hypothesis. We generalize the EW hypothesis using a canonical two-country monetary dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) model. The linearized uncovered interest parity (UIP) and money demand equations yield the DSGE-PVM. We show the standard-and DSGE-PVMs are equivalent up to definitions of the PVM discount factor. Table 1 reviews the key elements of the standard-and DSGE-PVMs.
The EW hypothesis is also generalized with five proposition summarized in table 2. The propositions are consistent with the standard-and DSGE-PVMs of the exchange rate. Thus, the EW hypothesis is generalized to a wider class of macro models. The propositions are: (1) the exchange rate and funda- 1 The Journal of International Economics volume edited by Engel, Rogers, and Rose (2003) indicates that there has been a split between theoretical exchange rate models and what is considered a useful forecasting model. For example, Kilian and Taylor (2003) argue that there are specific nonlinear forecasting models that can vie with a naive random walk of exchange rates. This approach maybe useful to obtain candidates for a forecast competition. Nonetheless, there are limits because, as Diebold and Nason (1990) note, the class of nonlinear exchange rate models might be infinite. mental cointegrate [Campbell and Shiller (1987) ], (2) the PVM yields an error correction model (ECM) for currency returns in which the lagged cointegrating relation is the only regressor, (3) the PVM predicts a limiting economy (i.e., the PVM discount factor approaches one from below) in which the exchange rate is a martingale, (4) given fundamental growth depends only on the lagged cointegrating relation, the exchange rate and fundamental have a common trend-common cycle decomposition [Vahid and Engle (1993) ], and (5) the EW hypothesis is also satisfied when the exchange rate and fundamental share a common feature and the PVM discount factor approaches one. A corollary to (5) is that the exchange rate is unpredictable when the PVM discount factor goes to one.
We report evidence from vector autoregression (VARs) about the propositions using floating rate Canadian-, Japanese-, and U.K.-U.S. samples. The VAR evidence rejects cointegration and reveals substantial serial correlation for the exchange rate and the fundamental. There is also evidence that a common feature exists between the Canadian dollar-, Yen-, and Pound-U.S. dollar exchange rates and the relevant fundamentals. Nonetheless, the VAR approach is unable to address the EW hypothesis question of whether the PVM discount factor approaches one.
2
The DSGE-PVM possesses a deep structure tied to the primitives of the underlying open economy unlike the standard-PVM. Rather than rely on the entire set of DSGE optimality and equilibrium condition, we give empirical content to the DSGE-PVM by placing restrictions on its fundamentals which are cross-country money and consumption. We restrict these fundamentals with permanent-transitory decompositions. This decomposition allows us to cast the DSGE-PVM as a tri-variate unobserved components (UC) model in the exchange rate and observed fundamentals. The UC model also incorporates DSGE-PVM cross-equation restrictions conditional on whether the DSGE-PVM discount factor is calibrated or estimated. Three UC models calibrate the DSGE-PVM discount factor to one, which disconnects the exchange rate from the transitory(s) component of fundamentals. Transitory fundamentals restrict the 2 Actual data most often rejects the standard-PVM. Typical are tests Meese (1986) reported that employed the first ten years of the floating rate regime. He finds that exchange rates are infected with persistent deviations from fundamentals, which reject the standard-PVM and its cross-equation restrictions. However, Meese is unable to uncover the source of the rejections. Instead of a condemnation of the standard-PVM, we view results such as Meese's as a challenge to update and deepen its analysis. exchange rate in three other UC models that estimate the DSGE-PVM discount factor. Within this dichotomy of the DSGE-PVM discount factor, six UC models are identified by restrictions on transitory cross-country money and consumption shocks.
We estimate six UC models on a Canadian-U.S. sample running from 1976Q1 to 2004Q4. The UC model yields a state space system for the DSGE-PVM, which allows us to recruit the Kalman filter to evaluate the likelihood. We compute likelihoods of the UC models using the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) simulator described by Rabanal and Rubio-Ramírez (2005) to draw Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) replications from the posteriors. We conduct model comparisons using marginal posterior likelihoods of the six UC models to find which is favored by the Canadian-U.S. data. This data settles on the UC model that calibrates the DSGE-PVM discount factor to one and drives cyclical fluctuations only with the transitory shock to cross-country consumption. According to the Canadian-U.S. data, next is the UC model with the same transitory shock, but the estimated posterior mean of the DSGE-PVM discount factor is 0.9962. The posterior of this UC model reveals that permanent shocks to fundamentals dominate Canadian dollar-U.S. dollar exchange rate fluctuations. Thus, the Canadian-U.S. data prefer UC models that are consistent with the EW hypothesis. Moreover, we find that the Canadian-U.S. data fail to support UC models that tie the exchange rate to the transitory monetary shock. Rogoff (2007) also notes that exchange rates appear disconnected from 'mean reverting monetary fundamentals', but our results are still puzzling because of the key roles assigned to nominal rigidities, UIP shock persistence, and monetary disturbances in open economy monetary DSGE models. 3 The outline of the paper follows. The next section solves the standard-PVM of the exchange rate and presents its five propositions. Section 3 constructs the DSGE-PVM and discusses its three propositions. Our Bayesian econometric strategy is discussed in section 4. Section 5 reports the posterior estimates of the six UC models. We conclude in section 6. 3 The open economy VAR literature provides mixed evidence on the importance of various shocks to the exchange rate. Early papers including Eichenbaum and Evans (1995) , Rogers (2000) and Kim and Roubini (2000) found some significance of identified monetary shocks. Recent contributions, however, suggest that monetary policy shocks have only a minor impact on exchange rate fluctuations, consistent with Rogoff's view, for example, see Faust and Rogers, (2003) and Scholl and Uhlig (2005) .
Two Present-Value Models of Exchange Rates
The standard-PVM determines the equilibrium exchange rate by combining a liquidity-money demand function, uncovered interest rate parity (UIRP) condition, purchasing power parity (PPP), and flexible prices. This is a workhorse exchange rate model used by, among others, Dornbusch (1976) , Bilson (1978) , Frankel (1979) , Meese (1986) , Mark (1995) , and Engel and West (2005) .
Rejection of the standard PVM is often given as a reason to discard linear rational expectations models of exchange rates. This paper does not. In this section, we also develop a PVM model of the exchange rate derived from a canonical optimizing two-country monetary DSGE model. Our aim is to generalize the standard PVM and EW hypothesis to this wider class of DSGE models. We meet this goal with the DSGE-PVM which yields an equilibrium exchange rate model whose short-, medium-, and longrun predictions are testable on actual data. We address the empirical implications of the DSGE-PVM in the next two sections.
2a. The Standard Present-Value Model of Exchange Rates
The standard-PVM of the exchange rate starts with the liquidity-money demand function
where m h,t p h,t , y h,t , and r h,t denote the home country's natural logarithm of money stock, price level, output, and the level of the nominal interest rate. The parameter ψ measures the income elasticity of money demand. Since the nominal interest rate is in its level, φ is the interest rate semi-elasticity of money demand. Define cross-country differentials
and r t = r h,t − r f ,t , where f denotes the foreign country. Assuming PPP holds, e t = p t , where e t is the log of the (nominal) exchange rate in which the U.S dollar is the home country's currency.
Under UIRP, the law of motion of the exchange rate is approximately
Substitute for r t in the law of motion of the exchange rate (2) with the money demand function (1) and impose PPP to produce the Euler equation e t − ωE t e t+1 = (1 − ω) m t − ψy t , where the standard-PVM discount factor is ω ≡ φ 1 + φ and m t − ψy t is the standard-PVM fundamental, which nets cross-country money with its income demand. Iterate on the Euler equation through date T and recognize that the transversality condition lim T →∞ ω T +1 E t e t+T = 0 to obtain the standard PVM relation
The standard PVM (3) sets the log exchange rate equal to the annuity value of the fundamental m t −ψy t at the standard-PVM discount factor ω ≡ φ 1 + φ . 
2b. The DSGE Model
Rejection of the PVM is often given as a reason to discard linear rational expectations models of exchange rates. This paper does not. In this section, we develop a PVM model of the exchange rate derived from a canonical optimizing two-country monetary DSGE model. Our aim is to generalize the PVM and EW hypothesis to this wider class of DSGE models. We meet this goal with the DSGE-PVM which yields an equilibrium exchange rate model whose short-, medium-, and long-run predictions are testable on actual data. We address the empirical implications of the DSGE-PVM in the next two sections.
The optimizing monetary DSGE model consists of the preferences of domestic and foreign economies and their resource constraints. For the home (h) and foreign (f ) countries, the former objects take the form
where C i,t and M i,t represent the ith country's consumption and the ith country's holdings of its money stock. The resource constraint of the home country is
where B i i,t , B i,t , r i,t−1 , r ,t−1 , Y i,t , and s t denote the ith country's nominal holding of its own bonds at the end of date t, the ith country's nominal holding of the th country's bonds at the end of date t, the return on the ith country's bond, the return on the th country's bond, the output level of the ith country, and the level of the exchange rate. The two-country DSGE model is closed with
This condition forces the world stock of nominal debt to be in zero net supply, period-by-period, along the equilibrium path.
In section 2, analysis of the standard-PVM relies on I(1) fundamentals. Likewise, we assume that the processes for labor-augmenting total factor productivity (TFP), A i,t , and M i,t satisfy Assumption 1: ln [A i,t ] and ln [M i,t 
Assumption 2: Cross-country TFP and money stock differentials are I(1) and do not cointegrate.
Assumptions 1 and 2 impose stochastic trends on the two-country DSGE model.
2c. Optimizing UIRP and Money Demand
The home country maximizes its expected discounted lifetime utility over uncertainty streams of consumption and real balances,
The first-order necessary conditions of economy i yield optimality conditions that describe UIRP and money demand. The utility-based UIRP condition of the home country is
where U C,h,t is the marginal utility of consumption of the home country at date t. Given the utility specification (4), the exact money demand function of country i is
The consumption elasticity of money demand is unity, while the interest elasticity of money demand is a nonlinear function of the steady state bond return.
The UIRP condition (6) and money demand equation (7) can be stochastically detrended and then linearized to produce an equilibrium DSGE-law of motion for the exchange rate. Begin by combining the utility function (4) and the UIRP condition (6) to obtain
where U i,t is the utility level of country i at date t. Prior to stochastically detrending the previous expression, define 
A log linear approximation of the stochastically detrended UIRP condition yields 
2d. A DSGE-PVM of the Exchange Rate
We use the linear approximate law of motion of the exchange rate (8), and a stochastically detrended version of the money demand equation (7) to produce the DSGE-PVM. When linearized, the unit consumption elasticity-money demand equation (7) produces − p t = c t − 1 1 + r * r t . Impose PPP on the stochastically detrended version of the money demand equation and combine it with the law of motion (8) of the transitory component of the exchange rate to find
Solving this stochastic difference equation forward gives a present value relation for the transitory component of the exchange rate
where the relevant tranversality conditions are invoked and the DSGE-PVM discount factor κ ≡ 1 1 + r * .
Note that the DSGE-PVM and permanent income hypothesis discount factors are equivalent.
The DSGE-PVM relation (9) is the equilibrium law of motion of the cyclical component of the exchange rate. Transitory movements in the exchange rate are equated with the future discounted expected path of cross-country money and TFP growth and the (negative of the) annuity-value of the transitory component of cross-country consumption. The DSGE model identifies the exchange rate's unobserved time-varying risk premium with the expected path of cross-country TFP growth and transitory consumption, which suggest additional sources of exchange rate fluctuations.
The DSGE model produces a present value relation that resembles the standard-PVM (3). The DSGE-PVM follows from unwinding the stochastic detrending of the present value (9)
Thus, the standard-PVM (3) and DSGE-PVM (10) are identical up to differences in their discount factors and real fundamentals. The standard-PVM discount factors ω is tied to the interest rate semi-elasticity of money demand, φ, while the DSGE-PVM sets κ to the inverse of the gross steady state real world interest rate, 1 + r * . For the standard-PVM (DSGE-PVM), the real fundamental is cross-country output y t (consumption c t ). Table 1 summarizes the notable elements of the standard-and DSGE-PVMs.
Generalizing the Engel-West Hypothesis
This section presents five propositions that generalize the EW hypothesis. The propositions employ standard time series tools, which broadens analysis of the EW hypothesis. For example, the PVM predicts the exchange rate and fundamentals have a common feature given uncontroversial assumptions about fundamentals under one proposition. When the PVM discount factor goes to one, the common feature restriction produces a random walk in the exchange rate which satisfies the EW hypothesis.
The proposition applies to the standard-PVM and the DSGE-PVM because their present value relations coincide. The same is also true for the other four propositions. Thus, we generalize the EW hypothesis to the large class of two-country monetary DSGE models.
We collapse the differences in the discount factor and real fundamental of the standard-PVM (3) and DSGE-PVM (10) to stress their mutual predictions in this section. These differences are put aside by defining a PVM discount factor B equal to either ω or κ, while the fundamental z t is equivalent to either m t − ψy t or m t − c t . With these assumptions, the focus is on the PVM
which subsumes the standard-and DSGE-PVMs. The PVM (11) provides several predictions given Assumption 3: z t ∼ I(1). 
3a. Cointegration Restrictions
The first prediction is that e t and z t share a common trend. This follows from subtracting the latter from both sides of the equality of the present-value relation (11) and combining terms to produce the exchange rate-fundamental cointegrating relation
Equation (12) reflects the forces -expected discounted value of fundamental growth -that push the exchange rate toward long-run PPP. The explanation is The proposition is a variation of results found in Campbell and Shiller (1987) . We interpret the cointegration relation X t as the 'adjusted' exchange rate because movements in fundamentals are eliminated from it. According to the cointegration present value relation (12), the 'adjusted' exchange rate is stationary and forward-looking in fundamental growth. Moreover, the cointegration relation X t is an infinite-order
under Assumptions 3 and 4 (i.e., z t is I(1) and its growth rate has a Wold representation). Thus, the 'adjusted' exchange rate is a "cycle generator " -as defined by Engle and Issler (1995) 
3b. Equilibrium Currency Return Dynamics
The second PVM prediction is that currency returns depend only on the lagged 'adjusted' exchange rate and fundamental forecast innovation. We show this by first rewriting the PVM of (11)
Next, add and subtract E t−1 z t+j inside the brackets, and substitute with the cointegration-present-value relation (12) to obtain
In equilibrium, currency return dynamics are generated by the lagged cointegration relation, X t−1 , and the expected present discounted value of the forecast innovations of the fundamental. The lagged cointegration relation is the ECM (13) that reflects the only forces that restore currency returns to equilibrium and PPP in response to the shock innovation u ∆e,t . These ideas are summarized by Equation (13) is an error correction mechanism (ECM), which regresses currency returns only on the lagged 'adjusted' exchange rate. The regression is ∆e t = ϑX t−1 + u ∆e,t , with factor loading ϑ = 1 − B B
and the error term u
3c. A Limiting Model of Exchange Rate Determination
Proposition 2 relies on B < 1 to define short-to medium-run currency return dynamics. This raises the question of the impact of relaxing this bound. Engel and West (2005) show that the PVM of the exchange rate yields an approximate random walk as B approaches one. This section affirms the EW hypothesis, but unlike Proposition 3 does not rely on Proposition 2. Rather than follow the EW proof exactly, we invoke Assumptions 3 and 4, the present-value relation (3), the Weiner-Kolmogorov prediction formula, and the conjecture e t = az t to find that currency returns are unpredictable.
The EW hypothesis is plim B → 1 [∆e t − aζ(1)υ t ] = 0. Its hypothesis test begins by noting
which is obtained from the present-value relation (3). Use this equation to
construct ∆e t − E t−1 ∆e t = ζ (B) υ t , given Assumptions 3 and 4 and the Weiner-Kolmogorov prediction 6 The error u ∆e,t is also justified if the econometrician's information set is strictly within that of currency traders. 7 Hansen, Roberds, and Sargent (1991) study linear rational expectations models that anticipate Proposition 4.
formula. The PVM of (11) also sets currency returns equal to the annuity value of fundamental growth,
The last two equations yield
By letting B p → 1, the random walk hypothesis of EW is verified independent of the ECM of Proposition 2 (and cointegration prediction of Proposition 1).
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The ECM (13) and Proposition 2 maps into the EW currency return generating equation (14).
First, apply the change of index j = i − 1 to the present value of (14) to obtain the present-value cointegration relation (12) lagged once. For the ECM (13), its present value (1−B)
equals ζ (B) υ t subsequent to evoking Assumptions 3 and 4 and the Weiner-Kolmogorov prediction formula. Thus, when the PVM discount factor B is arbitrarily close to one, the EW hypothesis predicts ∆e t = ζ (1) υ t which is consistent with currency returns following an ECM with no own lags or lags of fundamental growth. Since the standard-and DSGE-PVMs produce the ECM, the EW hypothesis is generalized to the larger class of two-country monetary DSGE models.
3e. A Common Trend-Common Cycle Model of Exchange Rates and Fundamentals
Proposition 2 predicts an ECM for currency returns that is consistent with the EW currency return generating equation (14). These results rely, at most, on assumptions 3 and 4 under which fundamentals are I(1) and have a Wold representation in growth rates. However, empirical work on exchange rates often employ multivariate time series models (i.e., VARs) instead of the deeper notion of a Wold representation.
This section studies the impact of endowing fundamental growth with an ECM on the bivariate exchange rate-fundamental process, q t = e t z t . In this case, ∆q t forms a VECM(0)
where η is the factor loading on the lagged cointegrating relation X t−1 and u ∆z,t is the fundamental growth forecast innovation.
The VECM(0) restricts the bivariate exchange rate-fundamental process. Pre-multiplying the VECM(0) by β = 1 − ϑ η creates the common feature
The vector β satisfies the Engle and Kozicki (1993) notion of a common feature because it creates a linear combination of ∆e t and ∆z t that is unpredictable conditional on their history. Given this common feature restriction and the cointegration relation of Proposition 1, Vahid and Engle (1993) Engle and Kozicki (1993) , where β = 1 − ϑ η . The cointegrating and common feature vectors β and β restrict the trend-cycle decomposition of q t , as described by Vahid and Engle (1993) .
The common feature of Proposition 4 endows q t = [e t z t ] with a common trend and a common cycle Beveridge-Nelson-Stock-Watson (BNSW) decomposition. Vahid and Engle (1993) provide an example in which the cointegration and common feature vectors restrict the trend of q t to I 2 − β(β β) −1 β , which gives trend and cycle components −Bη 1 − B(1 + η) β q t and 1 − B 1 − B(1 + η) β q t , respectively. 10 The BNSW decomposition imposes a common cycle on e t and z t in the short-, medium-, and long-run, which restricts the exchange rate to be unpredictable at all forecast horizons. A prediction that is at odds with the empirical evidence of Mark (1995) .
The common feature relation (16) also provides another approach to verify the EW hypothesis.
Proposition 5: Let the exchange rate and fundamental have the VECM(0) (15). Then, the EW hypothesis requires currency returns and fundamental growth to share a common feature defined by
and that ϑ
. 10 Vahid and Engle show a n-dimension VAR(1) with d cointegrating relations has n − d common feature relations.
Proposition 5 differs from other approaches to the EW hypothesis. First, the common feature relation (16) imposes cross-equation restrictions on ∆q t because its source serial correlation, the lagged cointegrating relation X t−1 is annihilated by β . Second, having eliminated the cycle generator X t−1 , the EW hypothesis decouples the exchange rate from the fundamental growth forecast innovation u ∆z,t .
Observe that when ϑ
. This leaves only the forecast innovation u ∆e,t to generate movements in ∆e t . Thus, the EW hypothesis is affirmed by Proposition 5.
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A corollary of Proposition 5 is that changes in fundamentals do not Granger cause currency returns as B → 1. Only if B ∈ (0, 1), do movements in fundamentals have predictive power for currency returns according to the PVM. However, currency returns Granger cause growth in the fundamental as long as it is predicted by its own lagged forecast innovations. The equilibrium currency return generating equation (13) and Proposition 2 shows that this holds even if B → 1.
3f. Tests of the PVM of the Exchange Rate
The propositions suggest testable restrictions on exchange rates and fundamentals. If the lag length of the levels VAR of the exchange rate and fundamental exceeds one, the VECM (15) is rejected.
Cointegration tests suffice to examine Proposition 1. Vahid and Engel (1993) and Engel and Issler (1995) provide common feature tests that yield information about the EW hypothesis and Propositions 4 and 5. Table 3 summarizes the results and details the tests involved.
We estimate VARs of foreign currency-U.S. dollar exchange rates and fundamentals using Canadian, Japanese, U.K., and U.S. data on a 1976Q1 -2004Q4 sample. 12 VAR lag lengths are chosen using likelihood ratio (LR) statistics, given a VAR (8), . . ., VAR(1). 13 The Canadian-, Japanese-, and U.K.-U.S.
11 Proposition 5 can also be cast as an implication of the BNSW representation of ∆q t . In this case, β removes the vector MA(∞) in u ∆e,t and u ∆x,t from the BNSW representation of ∆q t . Only a linear combination of pure forecast innovations, u ∆e,t and u ∆x,t , are left to drive ∆q t . Let ϑ p → 0 to obtain the random walk exchange rate with innovation u ∆e,t . 12 Fundamentals equal cross-country money minus cross-country output, which implies an income elasticity of money demand, ψ, calibrated to one. This calibration is consistent with estimates reported by Mark and Sul (2003) . The money stocks (outputs) are measured in current (constant) local currency units and per capita terms. 13 The VARs include a constant and linear time trend. The LR statistics employ the Sims (1980) correction and have standard asymptotic distribution according to results in Sims, Stock, and Watson (1990) .
samples yield a VAR(8), VAR(5), and VAR(4), respectively. 14 Thus, the Canadian, Japanese, U.K., and U.S. data reject the VECM (15) because ∆q t has more serial correlation than explained by the lagged cointegration relation X t−1 . Engel and West (2005) argue there is little evidence that exchange rates and fundamentals cointegrate. Table 3 presents Johansen (1991 Johansen ( , 1994 trace and λ−max statistics that support this conclusion and fail to confirm the cointegration prediction of Proposition 1 for the Canadian-, Japanese-, and U.K.-U.S. samples. Table 3 includes squared canonical correlations of currency returns and fundamental growth.
The common feature null is that the smallest correlation equals zero. We use a χ 2 statistic of Vahid and Engle (1993) and a F −statistic developed by Rao (1973) to test this null. The tests reject the null for the largest canonical correlation, but not for the smaller one in the three samples. This is evidence that currency returns and fundamental share a common feature in the Canadian-, Japanese-, and U.K.-U.S.
samples. Given a common feature, the exchange rate approximates a random walk when B p → 1. The next section explores the empirical content of this assumption in a Canadian-U.S. sample.
Econometric Models and Methods
Propositions 1-5 broaden our understanding of the EW hypothesis. The EW hypothesis is generalized to hold for the DSGE-PVM, which imposes a rich set of cross-equation restrictions on the joint behavior of the exchange rate and DSGE fundamentals. Although the previous section discusses VAR methods that yield evidence about the joint behavior of the exchange rate and standard-PVM fundamentals, this approach is not informative about the standard-PVM discount factor ω.
This section presents methods to estimate B and to test the EW hypothesis. Instead of relying on VARs, we employ UC models to estimate the DSGE-PVM and test the EW hypothesis using Bayesian methods. A brief example motivates our approach. Consider the PVM (11) where the fundamental z t has the permanent-transitory decomposition
The Canadian-U.S. and Japanese-U.S. VARs are selected when the p−value of the LR test is five percent or less. Since the U.K.-U.S. VAR offers ambiguous results, we settle on a VAR(4). We exploit cross-restrictions created by permanent-transitory decompositions of fundamentals to estimate the DSGE-PVM. The DSGE-PVM has a deep underlying structure connected to the fundamentals of the cross-country money stock and cross-country consumption. Permanent-transitory decompositions of these fundamentals is the foundation of the UC models that we estimate.
This section describes the Bayesian methods we employ to estimate six UC multivariate models of the DSGE-PVM. The UC models represent different combinations of restrictions imposed by the DSGE-PVM on the exchange rate, cross-country money, and cross-country consumption. For example, κ is estimated for three UC models, which ties the exchange rate to the transitory component(s) of fun- 
4a. State Space Systems of the UC Models
The state space systems of the six UC models begin with the balanced growth restriction the DSGE model imposes on the exchange rate. This restriction is equivalent to the permanent-transitory decomposition e t = m t − a t + e t . The DSGE-PVM (9) place cross-equation restrictions on the stationary component of the exchange rate, e t .
Cross-equation restrictions are conditioned on the permanent and transitory components of cross-country money and cross-country consumption. The permanent components of money and con-
respectively. Note that µ * and a * are the deterministic trend growth rates of cross-country money and ). Put these elements together to form the balanced growth version of the DSGE-PVM
which satisfies the DSGE balanced growth path restrictions. The balanced growth DSGE-PVM (17) implies the cointegrating relation of Proposition 1. Thus, the exchange rate responds only to trends in crosscountry money, µ t , and TFP, a t , in the long-run. Serial correlation in the exchange rate is produced by the transitory components of cross-country money and consumption, m t and c t . Also, note that if a common cycle generates these transitory components, the exchange also shares the restriction. Thus, the permanent and transitory components of cross-country money and consumption drive exchange rate fluctuations, which give rise to cross-equations in the UC models.
We classify the UC models according to whether there are two cycles or a common cycle and whether κ is calibrated to one or estimated. Thus, the DSGE-PVM (17) is solved for the exchange rate given m t ∼ MA(k m ) and c t ∼ AR(k c ) or a common cycle is imposed using either the MA(k m ) or AR(k c ).
We double these three UC models when κ is calibrated to one or not. However, the six UC models have in common the cross-country money and TFP trends, µ t and a t .
A rich set of cross-equation restrictions arises in the 2-trend, 2-cycle UC model with κ ∈ (0, 1).
In part, its state space system consists of the observation equations 
the factor loadings on c t , . . ., c t−k c are elements of the row vector
and Θ is the companion matrix of the AR(k c ) of c t . The system of first-order state equations is 
respectively. The state equation of this system is 
with covariance matrix Ω m = ε m,t ε m,t , where ε m,t = ε µ,t+1 ε a,t+1 ε m,t+1 0 . . . 0 .
Identifying the common transitory component with c t restricts m t = π m, c c t . This yields the system of observer equations of the 2-trend, consumption cycle UC model
and the system of state equations 
where S c,t = µ t a t c t c t−1 . . . c t−k c +1 , Ω c = ε c,t ε c,t , and ε c,t = ε µ,t+1 ε a,t+1 ε c,t+1 0 . . . 0 .
The three remaining UC models set κ = 1 in the state space systems of the 2-trend, 2-cycle UC model, the 2-trend, money cycle UC model, and the 2-trend, consumption cycle UC model. The restriction on the state space of these UC models is that beyond the second column only zeros occupy the first row of the observation equations (18), (22), and (24). Thus, we are able to compare DSGE-PVMs with κ estimated on (0, 1) to limiting DSGE models in which κ → 1 on our Canadian-U.S. sample. This provides an empirical appraisal of the EW hypothesis.
4b. The UC Model and Its Likelihood Function
We label the 2-trend, 2-cycle UC model with κ ∈ (0, 1) U C 2,2,κ . Likewise, U C 2, m,κ and U C 2, c,κ denote the 2-trend, money cycle and 2-trend, consumption cycle, κ ∈ (0, 1) UC models. The state space systems of UC 2,2,κ , UC 2, m,κ , and UC 2, c,κ are (18) and (21), (22)- (23), and (24)-(25), respectively. These state space systems represent the dynamics of Y t = e t m t c t restricted by the DSGE-PVM and permanent-transitory specifications of m t and c t . These state space systems are mapped into the Kalman filter to evaluate the likelihood function as proposed by Harvey (1989) and Hamilton (1994) . 16 Denote the likelihood L Y t | Γ 2,i,κ , UC 2,i,κ , where i = 2, m, c and Γ 2,i,κ is the parameter vector of U C 2,i,κ .
The parameter vector of UC 2,2,κ contains 11 + k m + k c elements, Γ 2,2,κ = κ α 
4c. The Data
The sample runs from 1976Q1 to 2004Q4, T = 116. We have observations on the Canadian dollar-U.S. dollar exchange rate (average of period). The Canadian monetary aggregate is M1 in current Canadian dollars, while for the U.S. it is the Board of Governors Monetary Base (adjusted for changes in reserve requirements) in current U.S. dollars. Consumption is the sum of non-durable and services expenditures in constant local currency units. 19 The aggregate quantity data is seasonally adjusted and converted to per capita units. The data is logged and multiplied by 100, but is neither demeaned nor detrended.
4d. Estimation Methods
The likelihood function of the UC models do not have analytic solutions. We approximate the 17 Morley, Nelson, and Zivot (2003) show that this restriction applied to an univariate UC model resolves its differences with Gelman, Carlin, Stern, and Rubin (2004) . The MH simulator is asked to create 1.5 million MCMC draws from the posterior. The initial 750,000 draws are treated as a burn-in sample and therefore discarded. We base our estimates on the remaining 750,000 draws from the posteriors of the U C 2,2,κ=1 ,
, UC 2,2,κ , UC 2, m,κ , and U C 2, c,κ models. 
4e. Priors
The second column of table 4 (5) list the priors of Γ 2,i,κ=1 (Γ 2,i,κ ), i = 2, m, c. Under a normal prior, the first element is the degenerate mean and second its standard deviation. The inverse-gamma priors are parameterized by its degrees of freedom, the first element, and its mean, the second element.
The left and right end points of a uniform prior is denoted by its first and second elements.
We choose degenerate priors for the lag lengths of the MA(k m ) of m t and AR(k c ) of c t that set k m = k c = 2. Normal priors for the MA (α 1 and α 2 ) and AR (θ 1 and θ 2 ) coefficients allow for disparate transitory behavior in m t and c t . The prior means of α 1 , α 2 , θ 1 , and θ 2 guarantee that the relevant eigenvalues are strictly less than one. The eigenvalues of the MA(2) (AR(2)) of m t ( c t ) are 0.60 ± 0.20i (0.95 and -0.10). The standard deviation of the normal priors of the MA and AR coefficients provide for a wide set of realizations for α 1 , α 2 , θ 1 , and θ 2 . However, when a draw generates an eigenvalue greater than one (in absolute value) for either the MA or AR coefficients, the draw is discarded. Nonetheless, the MA and AR priors admit transitory cycles in cross-country money and consumption that allow for 20 The posterior distributions are based on acceptance rates of between 25 and 36 percent. Besides the 750,000 MCMC draws used to compute the moments reported below, four more sequences of 750,000 MCMCs are generated from disparate starting values to assess across chain and with chain convergence. We compute the R statistic of Gelman, Carlin, Stern, and Rubin (2004) no information about the extent of the smoothness, the mean is −0.5 with a standard deviation of 0.2 that places draws close to negative one or zero in the 95 percent coverage interval of the prior. Draws greater than one or less than negative one are ignored. The correlation of innovations to µ t and m t is fixed at zero because our belief is that the sources and causes of permanent and transitory monetary shocks are orthogonal.
The exchange rate intercept and linear time trend priors are set according to a linear regression of the sample Canadian dollar-U.S. dollar exchange rate on these objects. This motivates our choice of normally distributed priors for π e,0 and π e,t and of their degenerate means and standard deviations.
The remaining factor loadings have priors that reflect a dearth of information on our part. The UC 2,i,κ models have only one 'economic' parameter, the DSGE-PVM discount factor κ ≡ 1 1 + r * , in common. We adopt the Engel and West (2005) 
Results
This section presents the results of implementing our empirical strategy. Tables 4 and 5 The key economic parameter of the DSGE-PVM is its discount factor κ. Table 5 Table 6 contains the posterior means of the exchange rate factor loadings with respect to m t and c t , the δ m,i s and δ c,i s. 22 A striking aspect of the estimates of δ m,0 , δ m,1 , and δ m,2 is that the response of the CDN$/US$ exchange rate to innovations in m t is economically small for either the UC 2,2,κ or UC 2, m,κ models. The large posterior standard errors on these factor loading also indicate the imprecision the Canadian-U.S. data give to these estimates. The data have less problems yielding a precise estimate of δ c,0 for the UC 2,2,κ model. The posterior mean of this factor loading shows that the exchange rate falls by 0.6 percent given an one percent increase in c t . These estimates drops to −0.33 for the UC 2, c,κ model. Also, the associated 95 percent coverage interval contains zero. In summary, the UC 2,2,κ , UC 2, m,κ , and UC 2, c,κ models have posteriors in which there is either a negligible exchange rate response to m t shocks or an economically large negative reaction by the CDN$/U S$ exchange rate to c t fluctuations. However, the latter exchange rate response can be estimated imprecisely.
5a. Parameter Estimates

5b. Unconditional Variance Ratios and FEVDs of the Exchange Rate
Tables 7 and 8 present unconditional variance ratios and FEVDs computed using the posteriors of the UC 2,2,κ , UC 2, m,κ , and UC 2, c,κ models. We calculate the variances of the present discounted values (PDVs) of the Canadian-U.S. money, TFP, and consumption differential shock innovations using the DSGE-PVM version of the equilibrium currency return generating equation (14) and UC model restrictions when κ is estimated. The variance ratios are these values divided by the sample variance of the CDN$/U S$ exchange rate (= 2.04). According to the unconditional variance ratios, only permanent shocks to the Canadian-US money differential, ε µ,t , and the TFP differential, ε a,t , explain variation in the CDN$/U S$ exchange rate. The variances of the PDVs of shock innovations to m t and c t are small and lack precision.
Note that except for the UC 2, m,κ model, the variance of the PDV of ε a,t is larger than that of ε µ,t .
We report FEVDs in table 8 with implications similar to the unconditional variance ratios. 23 The top panel of figure 8 shows that the posterior of the U C 2,2,κ yields a FEVD in which the Canadian-US TFP differential shock ε a,t makes a large and increasing contribution to CDN$/U S$ exchange rate fluctuations at longer forecast horizons. The Canadian-US money differential shock ε µ,t remains economically important for CDN$/US$ exchange rate movements out to a three to five year forecast horizon, but shocks to m t and c t are unimportant at any forecast horizon. Much the same is true for the FEVDs found using the posterior of UC 2, m,κ . However, the relative shares of the ε µ,t and ε a,t shocks are unchanged at a two-thirds/one-third split from the one quarter to ten year forecast horizons. 24 We do not present the trend-cycle decompositions based on the posterior of the UC 2, m,κ model because its log marginal likelihood is far below those of the other UC models. Table 9 includes standard deviations of ∆e τ and e from the posterior of the UC 2, m,κ model that are larger by a factor of 30 or compared to these statistics from the UC 2,2,κ and UC 2, c,κ models, which is a signal of its lack of acceptance by our Canadian-U.S. sample.
(consumption) differentials are the right (left) side windows. The posterior of the U C 2,2,κ model produces a money trend, µ t that almost perfectly mimics the actual Canadian-U.S. money differentials, as found in the top left window of figure 3. The result is that the smoothed m t is much less volatile, a standard deviation of 0.68, compared to a standard deviation of 1.62 for µ t . The bottom left window of figure 3 shows a saw-toothed pattern in m t , conditional on the posterior of the U C 2,2,κ model. This explains the AR1 correlation statistic of −0.68 for m t that appears in the middle of second column of table 9. 
5d. Comparing the UC models
The bottom row of table 4 reports the log marginal likelihoods, ln L of the U C 2,2,κ=1 , U C 2, m,κ=1 , and UC 2, c,κ=1 models. These marginal likelihoods show that our Canadian-U.S. sample gives most support UC 2, c,κ=1 model. The difference between this model and the U C 2,2,κ=1 model is about 29, or the Bayes factor prefers the UC model with only transitory consumption. For the data to give more credence to the latter model, its prior probability must be raised by the prior probability of the U C 2, c,κ=1
model multiplied by 4.7 × 10 12 [= exp(29.18) ]. Since the magnitude of this factor is large, it seems unreasonable to include the transitory money shock in the UC model when κ is calibrated to one.
The last row of table 5 contains the log marginal likelihoods of the U C 2,2,κ , U C 2, m,κ , and U C 2, c,κ models. The ranking of these models matches that of the UC models with the κ = 1 calibration. The UC 2, m,κ model dominates the UC 2,2,κ and U C 2, m,κ models. A key reason is that the posteriors of these models yield economically implausible estimates of the DGSE-PVM discount factor κ.
This raises the question of whether our Canadian-U.S. sample will find it difficult to choose between the UC 2, c,κ=1 and UC 2, c,κ models. Our Canadian-U.S. sample favors the U C 2, c,κ=1 and U C 2, c,κ models compared to the other four. The former UC model has a larger marginal likelihood, which suggest the data support it over the latter UC model with κ ∈ [0.9, 0.999]. This choice relies on the belief that scaling up the prior probability of the U C 2, c,κ model by about 167.3 = exp(5.12) is too large to be justified. If, on the other hand, this factor is regarded as inconclusive in rejecting the U C 2, c,κ model, it could be argued that our Canadian-U.S. sample cannot pick between the U C 2, c,κ=1 and U C 2, c,κ models. 25 In either case, we argue that this is support for the EW hypothesis.
5e. Exchange Rate Dynamics as κ → 1 Engel and West (2005) argue that the exchange rate will approximate a random walk when the discount factor is close to one and fundamentals have a unit root. Propositions 7 and 8 also predict that e t will collapse to random walk, as κ → 1.
We extract evidence about the EW hypothesis from the posteriors of the U C 2,2,κ and U C 2, c,κ models. The focus is on these UC models because the U C 2, c,κ=1 model attributes all CDN$/U S$ exchange rate movements to permanent shocks. The U C 2,2,κ model is included for comparison. We conduct this comparison with κs at the 16th and 84th percentiles, along with the largest κs, from the Γ 2,2,κ and Γ 2, c,κ vectors. For the UC 2,2,κ (UC 2, c,κ ) model, the 16th percentile, 84th percentile, and largest κs are 0. 9425, 0.9883, and 0.9990 (0.9943, 0.9987, and 0.9990) , respectively. Fixing κ at these values, we simulate the UC 2,2,κ and UC 2, c,κ models drawing 2000 sequences from the posteriors, discard the first 1000, run the Kalman smoother on the remaining 1000 sequences, and average the ensemble to generate CDN$/U S$ exchange rate cycles to respect the rational expectations hypothesis. 25 Jeffreys (1998, p. 432) contends that Bayes factors differing by 3.16 is evidence about the two models just between 'not worth more than a bare mention' and substantially in favor of the model with the larger marginal likelihood.
Across the top and bottom windows, the volatility of e t is compressed as κ approaches 0.999. This is reflected in the standard deviations of e t that equal 4.44, 2.84, and 0.57 moving from the smallest to largest κ for the UC 2,2,κ model. The equivalent standard deviations are 3.74, 1.64, and 1.30 for the UC 2, c,κ model. Although the UC 2,2,κ generates CDN$/U S$ exchange rate cycles that are smoother than at its posterior mean only for the largest κs, the U C 2,2,κ model is able to produce smoother exchange rate cycles at the 84th percentile and largest κs. Thus, pushing κ increases the smoothness of the CDN$/US$ exchange rate cycle which we argue is evidence in support of the EW hypothesis.
Conclusion
Economists have little to say about the impact of policy on currency markets without an equilibrium theory of exchange rate determination that is empirically relevant. According to Engel and West (2005) , the near random walk behavior of exchange rates explains the failure of equilibrium models to fit the data or to find any model that systematically beats it at out-of-sample forecasting. They conjecture that the standard-present value model (PVM) of exchange rates yields the random walk prediction when fundamentals are persistent and the discount factor is close to one.
This paper generalizes the Engel and West (EW) hypothesis by constructing a PVM from a twocountry monetary dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) model. The standard and DSGE-PVMs place identical restrictions on the exchange rate and fundamentals up to the PVM discount factors. Thus, we generalize the EW hypothesis to the larger class of open economy DSGE models.
We present five propositions that also generalize the EW hypothesis. Besides predicting the exchange rate and fundamental cointegrate, the PVMs predict currency returns respond to the lagged cointegration relation and the fundamental forecast innovation. When the PVM discount factor goes to one, only the fundamental forecast innovation drives currency returns which verifies the EW hypothesis.
We also show that the EW hypothesis is equivalent to eliminating the common dynamic factor(s) or serial correlation in the exchange rate and fundamentals. This affirms the EW hypothesis within a wider empirical environment.
Our empirical results support the view that it is difficult for the data to choose between a random walk exchange rate model and a DSGE-PVM with a discount factor estimated to be near one. At the same time we obtain evidence on the nature of the shocks driving exchange rates. 
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